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INTRODUCTION

Thr: singular
structure
of seminormal
algebraic
curves has beer,
understood for some time: Bombieri [ 2 1 proved that a curve defined over an
algebraically
closed field is seminormal if and only if the only singuiarities
are normal crossings, and Davis [S 1 extended this to a result which is l/slid
over an arbitrary ground field. There is little hope for such an explicit
description
of the singularities
of seminormal
surfaces. Indeed, any normal
surface is also seminormal.
Thus, any classification
of scminormai
surface
cinguiarities
mitst contain a classification
of singularities
for normal srirfxe~
and although there are various descriptions
of norma! surface singuiarities
avaiiable, the theory is extremely rich and one would expect the seminonnc;i
singularities
to be even less amenabie to moderately
detailed analyses.
However, there is one approach which yields some concrete resu!ts. Ii is we\!
known that a surface singularity
is normal if and orl.ly if it is isolated end LX
local ring is Cohen-Macaulay.
This characterization
of ncrmaiity
admits x
extension
?o a reasonably
explicit
description
of seminormal
surface
singularities.
The purpose of the present paper is to prove such a resuit.
Briefiy.
our approach
is as follows.
First. we determIne the “generic”
codimcnsion
one seminormal
singularities:
rhcse singulnri;ics
(which XC:
calied multicrosses)
are straightforward
gcneralizatiors
of normal crossings
fcr curves. Second, at the “nongeneric”
singular points we analyze :h!:
analytic local ring /i of the singularity
by means cf depth and the Conner:ivity of (Spec A )\m. This analysis allows one to g:ve a characterization
oi
serninoi mal surface singularities
in the spirit of Serre’s characterization
of
normality.
An analogous result in the comp!ex analytic category was prov&

in 1L. ?‘heorem 4.1 j.
We conclude with a brief outline of the organization
Section 2 we recall some basic results on seminormaiiiy

of the paper. ir.
and present some-
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elementary lemmas which will be required later. Section 3 contains the main
theorems of the paper, the primary result being Theorem 3.1 which states
that depth A = 2 if and only if (Spec A)\m is connected when A is a twodimensional reduced equicharacteristic complete noetherian seminormal local
ring. This result is then applied to the characterization of seminormal
surfaces described in the previous paragraph.
We use standard notations of commutative algebra (as found, for instance,
in Matsumura [ IO]). In particular, we assume that the word “ring” means
commutative ring with identity. If A is a ring, then Q(A) will denote the
maximal spectrum of A and R(A) will denote the Jacobson radical of A. If
(A, m) is a local ring, then A* will denote the m-adic completion of A.

2. PRELIMINARIES
Let A be a ring and let B be a finite overring of A. The seminormalization
of A in B: denoted iA, is defined by

R+A= (b E B: b, E A, + R(B,) for all x E Spec A}.
If B is the normalization of A, then we call iA the seminormalization of A
and denote it by ‘A; we say that A is seminormal if A = + A. We need the
following alternative description of the seminormalization of A in B.

2.1. PROPOSITION (Traverso [ 14 J). ;A is the largest subring A’ of B
containing A such that:
(1) For each x E Spec A there is exactly one x’ E SpecA’ over x, and
(2) the canonical homomorphism K(X) + K(x') is an isomorphism.
We shall also need Traverse’s concept of glueing. Let x E Spec A and
define

+J = {b E B: b, E A, + R(B,)}.
We say that the ring +A is obtained by glueing B over X. There is a useful
description of glueing in terms of residue fields. Let x, ,..., x, be the points of
Spec B lying over x and for 1 Q i < n, let wi: K(X) -+ K(x,) be the canonical
homomorphism. Then one can check that b E *A if and only if
(1)

(2)

b(x,) E w~(K(x)) for each i, and
w; ‘(b(x,)) = w,: ‘(b(x,)) for 1 < i, j < n.

There is a basic structure theorem for seminormal rings due to Traverso
l141.
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ring wd
(I)
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~oethe~~a~ seminormal

OREM(Traverso). Let A be a re
nite normalization

B.

There is a sequence of rings

=A(O)1A(l)=,A(2)2”

I>A(m)=A,

where A(i + 1) is obtained from A(i) by a finite
prime ideals of A of height i + 1.
(2) If a E A is not a zero-divisor,
has height <m.

numbed of g~~ei~gs over

then each associated prime of

If (A, tn) is a reduced noetherian local ring and X== pet A, let X\{rt] =
1-e U Z, be the connected component decomposition of the topo~~gi~~~
space q@n}. For 1 < i < Y, a, will denote the intersection
primes of A which are contained in Zi an
(A 1?.“.,A,) is the connected component deco
d~~om~os~ti~nwe have two simple lemmas.
z,u

2.3. LEMMA.
Suppose that A has finite
semino~mal~ Then a, + n,,, aj = tn.

~o~~~~~zat~o~

~~00~ Let b = njziaj. Then (a,+ bi)r12= m by
ince A is reduced we have a commutative diagram
0 --t A +

A/a, @ A/bibA/(a,

+

where the first row is exact and the second row is a co
Let C = ker p. Then A c CC_ B. NOW, the inclusions
give, on the level of Spec C, a sequence

where denotes disjoint union. Since X\{m) =
local ( construction) it follows that SpecC 4
p E SpecA. Then there is a unique p’ E Spec C lying over p and one sees
easily that A/p -+ C/p’ is an isomorphism and Proposition 2.1 implies that
A = C. Then diagram (*) shows that a, -I- bi = tn.
If (C, m) is a noetherian local ring, then
will be denoted by T(C).
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2.4. LEMMA. With the above notation, A is seminormal if and on& f
each connected component A i is seminormal and
T(A) = &I T(Ai).
izl

Proof: Assume first that A is seminormal and let Ai be the seminormalization of Ai. Then Ai is a local ring with maximal ideal m; and A@: =
Ai/mi = A/m = k. Let /Ii: A; @A/b, + k be defined by Pi(a’, b + bi) =
(a’ + m;) - (b + m/hi) E k and let C’ = ker ai. Then we have A G C’ c B
and by Traverse’s criterion of seminormality (Proposition 2.1), we must
have A = C’. Then Ai = Ai and each Ai is seminormal. An application of
diagram (*) shows that m 2: 0:. r m/a, = @r-, m, and the tangent space
formula follows from this.
Now assume that each Ai is seminormal and that T(A) = Or,, T(Ai).
Since A is reduced, there is an inclusion A G a,:,
Ai which restricted to m
gives an inclusion of A-modules m s @r-r (m/a,). Since T(A) = 0;. , T(A,),
Nakayama’s lemma applies to give an equality m = 0; _, (m/a,). This says
that A is obtained from the ring @f-r Ai by glueing over the maximal ideal
m. Then, since each A, is seminormal, the seminormality of A follows easily
from Traverso’s theorem (Theorem 2.2( 1)).
Remarks. (1) These two lemmas are similar to a result of Orecchia
[ 12 ]? but Orecchia works with the irreducible components, rather than the
connected components of A.
(2) It is not true in general that a seminormal variety has seminormal
irreducible components. See [ 1, 6, 81 for examples. Thus Lemma 2.4 is
probably as good a result as one can have in complete generality.

3. MAIN THEOREMS
3.1. THEOREM. Let (A, m, k) be a purely two-dimensional reduced
equicharacteristic complete noetherian local ring and let X = Spec A. If A is
seminormal, then depth A = 2 tyand on& if X\{mi is connected.
Proof: If X\( m ) is d isconnected, then depth A = 1 by a general result of
Hartshorne [7]. Thus suppose that a(m)
is connected and that A is
seminormal. The normalization B of A is a finite A module [ 10, p. 2341; so
by Traverso’s structure theorem we have a sequence
B=A(O)?A(I)zA(2)=A,
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where A(i) is obtained from A(i - 1) by a finite sequenceof ~~u~~~~sover
prime ideals hpfA of height i.
C1aim.A(l) is a local ring.
(B)nA(1)=R(A(l))
and R(B)=m,fJ.~~
nm, w~~~~
is local if and wnly if miCA(l)=~~fJ
I <&J<r. Let qr,**e,qr be the m~nirna~~r~rnesof A; it forgoes from
[I I, (3X5), p. 105] that there are exactly I+ of them, where
r = #Q(B). This correspondence is made e~~~~~itas follows. First,
@I:=, (A/qi)’ where (A/qi)’ denotes the integral closure wf A/q, h its fkl
f~aet~o~s~since A/q, is complete, (A/q,)’ is iocai with maximal ideal mi +
Thus we have a correspondence qj~~~~r~j?
where Eli==
(A,‘qJ’ 0 ... @ mj 0 .. r 8 (A/q,.)‘.
uppose now that p E SpecA is a heeight1 prime such t
n there are maximal sequence qi, F p $2m (~2= I, 2) so
eaght E prime ideal in each of A/qil and A/q,*.
and height p; = 1 for a = 1,2. Thus we have
ere g, f3 A = p for 0:= B,2. Now we wii? show
A(l) = mi2nA(lf. For a = 1,2 let a=B/mr,m ~etb~A(~) and
-I- mia E K,. Thus b E mia if and only if b,* = 0.
p, is a complete local domain wf d~rne~s~~~1, its ~~~~a~i~ati~~is
wer series ring E,[ [t]] and, similarly, the nor
dower series ring K[ it]]. Now K, and K are all finite
k = A/m and since p, f-3A = p, we have natural
for a = 1) 2. Let L be the com~as~t~o~of k 1 and k, i
hen we have a commutative diagram

Thus, bin is just the constant term of (s,(b) and bie = 0 if and only if order
I=
> 0.
Since bE A(1) we must have y ~raverso~s theorem (~beo~~m2.2) &at
b, E A, f I
for alI x E X of height 1.
This means that b = (a -f c)/s, where a E
where p1)..., p, are all the primes of B lyi
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Therefore, we have shown that mi, n A( 1) = mi2n A( 1) whenever the
corresponding qi, + qjz is contained in a height 1 prime. But X\{m} is
assumedto be connected so that, given any minimal primes qi, and qi,, there
is a sequence of minimal .primes qi,, qi2,..., qim such that qim+ qi,+, is
contained in a height 1 prime for 1 Q a < m - 1. Therefore, m, n A (1) =
mj f7 A (1) for 1 < i, j ,< r and the claim is proved.
Since A(1) is seminormal we may apply Traverso’s theorem to conclude
that every associated prime of a . A (1) has height 1 whenever a is not a zerodivisor. Hence, depth A(1) = 2. But A is obtained from A (1) by glueing over
m so A =A + m(A(1)). Thus m= m@(l)) and A =k + m whereas
A(1) = k, + m if k, is the residue field of A(1). In this situation it is clear
that depth A = depth A (1) = 2 and the theorem is proved.
We will now apply this result to give a characterization of seminormality
for algebraic surfaces defined over algebraically closed fields of characteristic 0, as described in the introduction. By algebraic surface we will mean
the set of closed points of a reduced purely two-dimensional separated
schemeof finite type over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic 0.
For the remainder of this section the field k will be fixed. We begin by
defining the multicross singularities.
Let CC k” be a linear subspace.An affine multicross with center C is a
variety V= V,U . . . U V, E k” where r > 2, Vi is a linear subspace of
dimension ~1, and Vin(V,+...fVi-,)=C
for 2<i<r.
Note that
Sing(V) = C = Vi f7 Vj for all i # j. It is easy to check that V is a
seminormal variety. Now let (X, @?)be a reduced separated schemeof finite
type over k and let x EX be a closed point. Then we say that x is a
multicross if (@x,x)* is isomorphic to (@F,O)*where V is some affine
multicross. Let Y denote the closed points of X and let Y, denote the regular
points of Y together with all the multicross singularities. A basic result on
seminormal varieties is the following Oka theorem.
3.2. THEOREM. If Y is a seminormal variety then r\Y, is a closed set of
codimension at least two.
ProoJ

Leahy and Vitulli [9], Theorem 3.8.

3.3. Remark. If (X,x) is a surface multicross, then the analytic local
ring (@x,x)* is isomorphic to #-‘(4,) where $ is one of the following two
evaluation maps:
O k[ [xi, Yi]I + k’

(evaluation at Xi = Yi = 0),

i=l

0 k[[x,
i=l

YilI + (k[[XII)

(evaluation at Yi = 0),

(2)
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and A, is the diagonal in each case. In case (1) 1
ension 0 and in case (2) it has dime~s~~~
Let V be an algebraic surface and leet = v\v,. For
the ~o~ne~~ed~0~~Q~e~~
each z E Z let A, = (Pv,z)* and let (Ai,...,Ai’“‘)
~eco~~os~~io~ of A,. Then V is seminormal if an nly if the follQwi~g three
~o~d~~io~sare satisfied.

(1) dimZ<O.
(2)

FQ~ each z E Z and 1 < i < r(z), depth Ai = 2.

(3)

For each z E 2, T(A,) = @ii”‘, T(Ai).

ProoJ Assume first that V is seminormal. Then dim Z <
Theorem 3.2. For each z E 2, A, is seminormal [6, theorem 5.3; 8,
Theorem I.211 so that each Af is seminormal d condition (3) is satisfied
by Lemma 2.4. Then (2) is just Theorem 3.1.
Now assu that (l), (2), and (3) are satisfied a
notation, let =eV,, and let A=A,.
Let p be a
singular set of SpecB. By a result of Cumin0 14, p 909] it foi~~ws fro
that B, is seminormal. Thus B is seminormal in ~od~rne~s~
seminormal for all p E Spec B of height one. The inclusion
$ubmersive map f: SpecA -+ SpecB and SWr(Reg(Spec
Let g’ E SpecA be a singular point of dimension
singular of dimension one and we have an in~~~si~~
p’ ~A,, the inclusion BP-+ A,, is reduced with
seminormal if and only if B, is seminormal [S,
inormal in codimension one and consequently ea
Ai is seminormai in codimension one. Then by (
each A, is seminormal and an application of (3) an
A itself is seminormal. Hence B is seminormal and
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